We formulate stochastic gradient descent (SGD) as a Bayesian filtering problem. Inference in the Bayesian setting naturally gives rise to BRMSprop and BAdam: Bayesian variants of RMSprop and Adam. Remarkably, the Bayesian approach recovers many features of state-of-the-art adaptive SGD methods, including amoungst others root-mean-square normalization, Nesterov acceleration and AdamW. As such, the Bayesian approach provides one explanation for the empirical effectiveness of state-of-the-art adaptive SGD algorithms. Empirically comparing BRMSprop and BAdam with naive RMSprop and Adam on MNIST, we find that Bayesian methods have the potential to considerably reduce test loss and classification error.
Deep neural networks have recently shown huge success at a range of tasks including machine translation (Wu et al., 2016) , dialogue systems (Serban et al., 2016) , handwriting generation (Graves, 2013) and image generation (Radford et al., 2015) . These successes have been facilitated by the development of a broad range of adaptive SGD methods, including ADAGrad (Duchi et al., 2011) , RMSprop (Hinton et al., 2012) , Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2015) , and variants thereof, including Nesterov acceleratation (Nesterov, 1983; Bengio et al., 2013; Dozat, 2016) and AdamW (Loshchilov & Hutter, 2017) . However, this broad range of methods raises the question of whether it is possible to obtain a unified theoretical understanding of adaptive SGD methods. Here we provide such a theory by returning to very early work that used Bayesian (Kalman) filtering to optimize the parameters of neural networks (Puskorius & Feldkamp, 1991; Sha et al., 1992; Puskorius & Feldkamp, 1994; 2001; Feldkamp et al., 2003) . In particular, they start with an independent Gaussian prior over the weights, and incrementally condition on each additional minibatch of data to form a series of increasingly narrow posterior distributions. In contrast, most current work on Bayesian neural networks does not have this incremental nature, and instead approximates the full posterior, conditioned on all data, in a single step (Watanabe & Tzafestas, 1990; Neal, 1992; MacKay, 1992; Blundell et al., 2015) . The incremental nature of Bayesian filtering has the potential to be extremely powerful because it allows us to reason not just about the optimal final distribution, but also about the optimal updates formed by taking the posterior at the previous iteration, and conditioning on a single additional minibatch of data.
However, the typical approach to Bayesian filtering, where we infer a distribution over the optimal setting, w, for all the parameters jointly, forces us to use extremely strong, factorised approximations, and it is legitimate to worry that these strong approximations might meaningfully disrupt the ability of Bayesian filtering to give close-to-optimal updates. As such, we instead consider an alternative problem that incorporates factorisation into the problem setting, and therefore requires fewer approximations downstream. In particular, instead of formulating one big Bayesian inference problem over all N parameters, w, jointly, we instead formulate N different inference problems: one over each parameter, w i , separately. Formally, the goal is to set each parameter estimate, µ i , as close as possible to the unknown optimal value, w i (t), conditioned on the current estimate of all the other Figure 1: A. Grayscale: the objective plotted as a function of w i and w j , with all the other weights fixed. Red line: the ith optimal weight (i.e. the setting of w i that maximizes the objective, conditioned on all the other weights), therefore changes with the current setting of w j . B. Grayscale: As learning progresses, all the other weights change, inducing changes in the objective, when viewed as a function of w i . Red line: Thus, the optimal weight (i.e. the setting of w i that maximizes the objective, conditioned on all the other weights), changes in an effectively stochastic fashion over time.
is the objective function for the full problem, using w i for the ith parameter, and using µ −i (t) for the other parameters. Critically, the optimal setting for the ith parameter, w i (t), given the other parameters, µ −i (t), must depend on those other parameters ( Fig. 1A ). If these other parameters do not vary, then w i (t) does not vary, and this is a straightforward one-parameter Bayesian optimization problem. However, the other parameters, µ −i (t), do change over time, as they are also being optimized, inducing changes over time in w i (t) (Fig. 1B) . In essence, optimizing µ −i (t) "moves the goalposts" for the problem of optimizing the ith parameter, and optimal Bayesian weight updates must take account of these moving goalposts. As such, when we break up the big inference problem over all N parameters jointly into N small inference problems over each parameter, w i , separately, the dependencies between parameters that arise originally as posterior correlations instead get converted into changes over time, and accounting for these changes over time is necessary to recover effective optimization methods such as RMSprop and Adam.
RELATED WORK
It has been noted that under specific circumstances, natural gradient is approximate Bayesian filtering (Ollivier, 2017) , allowing us to link Bayesian filtering to the rich literature on natural gradients (Amari, 1998; Martens & Grosse, 2015; Grosse & Martens, 2016; Smith et al., 2018) . However, this only occurs when the dynamical prior in the Bayesian filtering problem has a specific form: the parameters being fixed over time (i.e. arguably an online data, rather than a true Bayesian filtering setting). While there have been attempts to use natural gradients to recover the Adam or RMSprop root-mean-square form for the gradient normalizer, in practice a different sum-square form emerges (Khan & Lin, 2017; Khan et al., 2018) . In contrast, we show that to recover the Adam or RMSprop form for the gradient normalizer, it is necessary to use a more general dynamical prior under which the parameters change over time. Further, our approach is also able to recover additional variants such as Nesterov acceleration (Nesterov, 1983) , and AdamW (Loshchilov & Hutter, 2017 ).
RESULTS
We first give a generic derivation showing that Bayesian SGD is an adaptive SGD method, where the uncertainty is used to precondition the gradient. We then adapt the generic derivation to the two cases of interest: RMSprop (Hinton et al., 2012) and Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2015) . Finally, we discuss the general features of Bayesian adaptive SGD methods, including AdamW (Loshchilov & Hutter, 2017) and Nesterov acceleration (Nesterov, 1983; Dozat, 2016) , amoungst others.
BAYESIAN ADAPTIVE SGD
We perform inference over the latent variable z. For RMSprop, z will have one element representing a single parameter, and for Adam it will have two elements representing a parameter and the associated momentum. As z represents the optimal setting for a parameter it will change over time, and we assume a simple Gaussian form for these changes,
where Q is the covariance of Gaussian perturbations and A is weight decay, which is required to ensure that the weights remain bounded as t → ∞. We approximate the likelihoods for each minibatch of data, d(t), using a second-order Taylor expansion,
where µ like (t) is the mode (which we will identify implicitly using the gradient), and Λ like (t) is a Fisher Information based estimate of the Hessian for that minibatch. The Gaussian prior and approximate likelihood allows us to use standard two-step Kalman filter updates. First, we propagate the previous time-step's posterior, P (z(t − 1)|D(t − 1)), with mean µ post (t − 1) and covariance Σ post (t − 1), forward in time to obtain a prior at time t,
and where D(t − 1) = {d(1), d(2)...d(t − 1)} is all data up to time t − 1. Second we use Bayes theorem to incorporate new data,
where,
Thus far, we have simply repeated standard Kalman filtering results. To relate Kalman filtering to gradient ascent, the key additional step is to identify the gradient,
which gives a particularly simple form for the mean update,
This form is extremely intuitive: it states that the uncertainty should be used to precondition gradient updates, such that the updates are larger when there is more uncertainty, and smaller when past data gives high confidence in the current estimates.
The covariance updates are more problematic, as we need to estimate Λ like (t). One approach that works well in practice in natural-gradient methods (Amari, 1998; Martens & Grosse, 2015; Grosse & Martens, 2016; Song & Ermon, 2018; Smith et al., 2018) is to use a Fisher-Information based estimate,
where e = ∂ log P (d model |z) ∂z z=µprior .
(7)
Importantly, this Fisher-Information based estimate does not depend on actual data, d. Instead, it uses expectations (and gradients) taken over data sampled from the model, d model , and this is fundamentally necessary for the the second equality in Eq. (6) to hold. As such, to use Eq. (6) we need to sample surrogate data from the model, and compute gradients with respect to that sampled data. Unfortunately, sampling surrogate data increases complexity and the required computational cost. As such, a simple low-cost alternative is to note that the key difference between e and g is that e has zero-mean, whereas g has non-zero mean, suggesting that we should correct the gradient by subtracting its mean,
whereĝ is an empirical estimate of the mean gradient.
Using these Fisher-Information based estimates, we usually have a low-rank estimate of the precision of the likelihood. For simplicity, we consider a rank-1 estimate, in which case Eq. (3a) can be rewritten using the Sherman Morrison formula (Hager, 1989) ,
and we can use the Woodbury matrix identity if we wish to consider higher-rank updates.
We now apply these generic derivations to recover RMSprop and Adam, and variants such as AdamW and Nesterov acceleration.
BAYESIAN RMSPROP (BRMSPROP)
Here, we develop a Bayesian variant of RMSprop, which we christen BRMSprop. We consider each parameter to be inferred by considering a separate Bayesian inference problem, so the latent variable, z, is a single scalar, representing a single parameter. We use A = η 2 /(2σ 2 ) and Q = η 2 giving a dynamical prior,
such that the stationary distribution over z has standard-deviation σ. To obtain a complete description of our updates, we substitute these choices into the updates for the prior (Eq. 2) and the posterior (Eq. 5 and Eq. 8),
where, as described above, e is either a centered gradient, or a gradient based on labels sampled from the prior. For an efficient implementation of the full algorithm, see SI Alg. 1.
RECOVERING RMSPROP FROM BRMSPROP
Now we show that with suitable choices for the parameters, BRMSprop closely approximates RM-Sprop. Making this comparison is non-trivial because the "additional" variables in RMSprop and BRMSprop (i.e. the average squared gradient and the uncertainty respectively) are not directly comparable. However, the implied learning rate is directly comparable. We therefore look at the learning rate when the average squared gradient and the uncertainty have reached steady-state. In particular, we ignore weight decay by setting σ 2 = ∞, and use the simplified covariance updates derived in SI Sec. 7.1,
Now, we solve for the steady state posterior variance (and hence learning rate) by setting σ 2 post = σ 2 post (t) = σ 2 post (t + 1),
Substituting this form into Eq. (10) recovers the root-mean-square form for the gradient normalization used in RMSProp.
BAYESIAN ADAM (BADAM)
We now develop a Bayesian variant of Adam (Graves, 2013; Kingma & Ba, 2015) , which we christen BAdam. To introduce momentum into our Bayesian updates, we introduce an auxilliary momentum variable, p(t), corresponding to each parameter, w(t),
then infer both the parameter and momentum jointly. Under the prior, the momentum, p(t), evolves through time independently of w(t), obeying an AR(1) (or equivalently a discretised Ornstein-Uhlenbeck) process, with decay η p and injected noise variance η 2 p ,
where ξ p (t) is standard Gaussian noise. This particular coupling of the injected noise variance and the decay rate ensures that the influence of the momentum on the weight is analogous to unitvariance Gaussian noise (see SI Sec. 7.2). The weight obeys similar dynamics, with the addition of a momentum-dependent term which in practice causes changes in w(t) to be correlated across time (e.g. multiple consecutive increases or decreases in w(t)),
where ξ w (t) is again standard Gaussian noise, η is the strength of the momentum coupling,
is the strength of the weight decay, and η 2 w is the variance of the noise injected to the weight. It is possible to write these dynamics in the generic form given above (Eq. 1), by using,
And as the gradient of the objective with respect to the momentum is zero, we have,
and these settings fully determine the updates, according to Eq.
(2) and Eq. (3). For an efficient implementation of the full algorithm, see SI Alg. 2.
RECOVERING ADAM FROM BADAM
Now we show that with suitable choices for the parameters, BAdam closely approximates Adam. In particular, we compare the updates for the parameter estimate, µ w , and the momentum, µ p , when we eliminate weight decay by setting σ 2 = ∞, and eliminate noise injected directly into the weight by setting η w = 0,
These updates depend on two quantities, Σ ww and Σ wp , which are related to e 2 , but have no direct analogue in standard Adam. As such, to make a direct comparison, we use the same approach as we used previously for RMSprop: we compare the updates for the parameter and momentum, when Σ ww , Σ wp in BAdam and e 2 in Adam have reached their steady-state values. To find the steadystates for Σ ww and Σ wp , we again use the simplified covariance updates derived in SI Sec. 7.1,
Substituting Eq. (14) and Eq. (15) into Eq. (17), and again using σ 2 = ∞ and η 2 w = 0, we obtain,
We now assume that the data is strong enough to reduce the uncertainty in the momentum below its levels under the prior (i.e. Σ pp η p /2; see SI Sec. 7.2), allowing us to solve for Σ wp , using the ppth (i.e. lower right) element of the above expression,
Using the value for Σ wp , we can solve for Σ ww using the wwth (i.e. upper left) element of Eq. (18),
However, in order to recover Adam, we need to drop this term (i.e. to set Σ ww ← 0), but as it is not possible to justify this analytically, this constitutes a major difference between BAdam and Adam.
Thus, the updates become,
This is very close to the Adam updates, except that the root-mean-square normalization is in the momentum updates, rather than the parameter updates. To move the location of the root-meansquare normalization, we rewrite the updates in terms of a rescaled momentum, µ p (t) = µ p (t) e 2 (21) giving, 
EXPERIMENTS
We compared Bayesian and standard methods on MNIST. In particular, we trained a CNN with relu nonlinearities and maxpooling for 50 epochs. The network had two convolutional layers with 10 channels in the first layer and 20 in the second, with 5 × 5 convolutional kernels, followed by a single fully connected layer with 50 units, and was initialized with draws from a Gaussian with variance 2/N inputs . The network did not use dropout (or any other form of stochastic regularisation), which would increase the variance of the gradients, artificially inflating e 2 .
The key Bayesian-specific parameters are the variance of the stationary distribution and the initial uncertainty; both of which were set to 1/(2N inputs ). In principle, they should be similar to the initialization variance, but in practice we found that using a somewhat lower value gave better performance, though this needs further investigation. For the RMSprop and Adam specific parameters, we used the PyTorch defaults.
Comparing the Bayesian and non-Bayesian methods, we do not expect to see very large discrepancies, because they are approximately equivalent in steady-state. Nonetheless, the Bayesian methods show considerably lower test loss, somewhat lower classification error, and similar training loss and training error (Fig. 2) . The local maximum in test-loss may arise because we condition on each datapoint multiple times, which is not theoretically justified (correcting this is non-trivial in the dynamical setting, so we leave it for future work). 
FEATURES OF BAYESIAN STOCHASTIC GRADIENT DESCENT
Here we summarise the features of Bayesian stochastic gradient descent schemes, pointing out where we recover previously known best practice and where our approach suggests new ideas.
WEIGHT DECAY, L2 REGULARIZATION AND BAYESIAN PRIORS
Loshchilov & Hutter (2017) recently examined different forms of weight decay in adaptive SGD methods such as Adam. In particular, they asked whether or not the root-mean-square normalizer should be applied to the weight decay term. In common practice, we take weight decay as arising from the gradient of an L2 regularizer, in which case it is natural to normalize the gradient of the objective and the gradient of the regularizer in the same way. However, there is an alternative: to normalize only the gradient of the objective, but to keep the weight decay constant (in which case, weight decay cannot be interpreted as arising from an L2 normalizer). Loshchilov & Hutter (2017) show that this second method, which they call AdamW, gives better test accuracy than the standard approach. Remarkably, AdamW arises naturally in BRMSprop and BAdam (e.g. Eq. 10), providing a potential explanation for its improved performance.
NESTEROV ACCELERATED GRADIENTS/WEIGHT DECAY
In Nesterov accelerated gradients (NAG), we compute the gradient at a "predicted" location formed by applying a momentum update to the current parameters (Nesterov, 1983) . These updates arise naturally in our Bayesian scheme, as the required gradient term (Eq. 4) is evaluated at µ prior (Eq. 2a), which is precisely a prediction formed by combining the current setting of the parameters, µ post (t), with momentum and decay, embodied in A (Eq. 14) to form a prediction, µ prior (t + 1). Interestingly, as we also implement weight decay through the dynamics matrix, A, we should also apply the updates from weight decay before computing the gradient, giving, to our knowledge, a novel method that we christen "Nesterov accelerated weight decay" (NAWD).
CONVERGENCE
A series of recent papers have discussed the convergence properties of RMSProp and ADAM, noting that they may fail to converge (Wilson et al., 2017; Reddi et al., 2018) if the exponentially decaying average over the squared gradients is computed with a too-small timescale (Reddi et al., 2018) .
Our method circumvents these issues by coupling the learning rate to the timescale over which the implicit exponential moving average for the mean-square gradient is performed. As such, in the limit as the learning rates go to zero (i.e. η → 0 for BRMSprop and η w → 0 and η p → 0 for BAdam), our method becomes SGD with adaptive learning rates that scale as 1/t and is therefore likely to be convergent for convex functions (Robbins & Monro, 1951; Bottou, 1998) , though we leave a rigorous proof to future work.
UPDATING THE PRECONDITIONER BEFORE APPLYING THE UPDATE
ADAM (Kingma & Ba, 2015) first updates the root-mean-square gradient normalizer before computing the parameter update. This is important, because it ensures that updates are bounded in the pathological case that gradients are initially all very small, such that the root-mean-square normalizer is also small, and then there is a single large gradient. Bayesian filtering naturally recovers this choice as the gradient preconditioner in Eq. (5) is the posterior, rather than the prior, covariance (i.e. updated with the current gradient).
CENTERED GRADIENTS
BRMSprop and BAdam suggest that just as centered gradients (or gradients based on labels sampled from the current model) are used in work on natural gradients, they should be used in RMSprop and Adam (and indeed, this is sometimes done, see Graves, 2013).
COMBINE MOMENTUM WITH DIRECT GRADIENT
To recover Adam from BAdam we needed to set Σ ww ← 0. As such, BAdam differs from Adam in that it resembles a linear combination of RMSprop and Adam, suggesting that such linear combinations might provide fruitful directions for future investigation.
AUTOMATICALLY SETTING THE WEIGHT DECAY
A final advantage of the Bayesian method is that it may eliminate the need to set a separate weight decay parameter: the weight decay is specified by the stationary variance, σ 2 , which is very close to that used by standard initialization schemes, and the learning rate, η.
FUTURE WORK
There are three natural directions for future work. First, the current BRMSprop and BAdam updates assume that each training datapoint is only presented once. While this is valid during the first epoch, it is not valid in subsequent epochs. As such, it is important to account for these effects to ensure that data is not "double-counted", which is non-trivial in this dynamical setting. Second, stochastic regularization (including dropout Srivastava et al., 2014) has been shown to be extremely effective at reducing generalization error in neural networks. This Bayesian interpretation of adaptive SGD methods presents opportunities for new stochastic regularization schemes. Third, it should be possible to develop filtering methods that represent the covariance of a full weight matrix by exploiting Kronecker factorisation (Martens & Grosse, 2015; Grosse & Martens, 2016 
We have,
. where η is the learning rate, which is assumed to be small. To obtain a self-consistent solution, we need,
As Σ post is O(η), and updates to Σ post are O(η 2 ), we can neglect O(η 3 ) terms, Σ post (t + 1) =Σ post − AΣ post − Σ post A T + Q − Σ post ee T Σ post . which gives the required simplified form required for Adam.
SETTING THE MOMEMTUM DECAY
In the main text, we briefly note that we couple the injected noise and decay in Eq. (12) such that the effect of p(t) on w(t) is analogous to that of unit-variance Gaussian noise. In particular, we require that the stationary variance of w(t) is again σ 2 , despite the momentum term in Eq. (13) being treated as if it was unit-variance Gaussian noise. To show that the stationary variance of w(t) is indeed σ 2 , we solve the Lyapunov equation for the stationary covariance, Ψ,
where we do not condition on data. Neglecting the second-order term in A,
and as,
Eq. (23) 
Now, we can solve for Ψ pp using the ppth element of Eq. (24),
and we can solve for Ψ wp using the wpth element of Eq. (24), in combination with our solution to Ψ pp ,
This approximation becomes exact in the limit we consider to recover Adam (i.e. σ 2 = ∞), but it also holds when σ 2 is finite, because η, η w and η p are all smaller than 1, and η p -the "learning rate" for the momentum -is usually larger than η and η w (in fact, η p can be as high as 0.1). Finally, we can solve for Ψ ww using the wwth element of Eq. (24), Ψ ww ≈ σ 2 , as required.
EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION OF BRMSPROP
See Alg. 1 for a complete specification of our approach. There are two important points to note. First, the method is as memory efficient as RMSprop, as the updates for Σ and µ can be done inplace, so there is no need to maintain separate µ prior and µ post and σ 2 prior and σ 2 post in memory. Second, we simplified the covariance updates in Eq. (11), σ 2 post = σ 2 prior 1 − σ 2 prior e 2 1 + σ 2 prior e 2 = σ 2 prior 1 + σ 2 prior e 2 .
